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On the role of large-scale structures in wall turbulence
Ivan Marusica)
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~Received 7 June 2000; accepted 1 December 2000!

Recent experimental and computational studies by Adrian and co-workers, such as Adrianet al. @J.
Fluid Mech.422, 1 ~2000!# and Zhouet al. @J. Fluid Mech.387, 353~1999!#, have proposed that a
dominant structure in wall turbulence is the organization of hairpin vortices in spatially correlated
packets or trains of vortices. In this study this scenario is investigated using the attached eddy model
of Perry and Marusic@J. Fluid Mech.298, 361 ~1995!# by calculating structure angles, two-point
velocity correlations and autocorrelations and comparing them to experimental measurements across
a zero-pressure-gradient turbulent boundary layer. The results support the conclusion that spatially
coherent packets are a statistically significant structure for Reynolds stresses and transport processes
in the logarithmic region of the flow. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1343480#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A substantial amount of evidence has been presente
the literature supporting the existence of hairpin
horseshoe-type coherent structures in turbulent boun
layer flows, in the region above the viscous buffer zone. S
for example, Ref. 1, the review by Robinson2 and the articles
in Ref. 3. This evidence comes from experimental flow
sualization using dye, smoke or other passive markers,
more recently from numerical datasets using vortex featu
extraction schemes. With the large number of studies h
also come various labels and descriptions to identify diff
ent variations of these structures. In this article, no disti
tion between different variations of hairpin-type vortices
considered, for example, symmetric versus asymmetric,
rather the concern will be on shapes which are found to
statistically representative on average~in the sense of
Townsend4!. Also, no distinction is made between hairpin
horseshoe shapes and therefore only the term hairpin wi
used.

Perry and Chong5 and Perry, Henbest and Chong6 were
the first to use the hairpin vortex shape as the represent
eddy in a kinematic model for wall turbulence. The mode
based on Townsend’s attached eddy hypothesis7,4 and con-
siders an assemblage of eddies with a range of length sc
with varying population densities per eddy length scale. T
eddies are attached in the sense that their characte
lengths are proportional to the distance at which the edd
located from, or extends above, the wall. Perry and Maru8

and Marusic and Perry9 later refined and extended the mod
to compute second order statistics, including kinetic ene
spectra. Good quantitative agreement was shown for com
nents of the Reynolds stress tensor given the experime
mean velocity flow field for a range of different studies.

One of the main underlying assumptions in the attac

a!Electronic mail: marusic@aem.umn.edu
7351070-6631/2001/13(3)/735/9/$18.00
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eddy modeling work has been that the attached eddies
randomly distributed in the plane of the wall and therefo
are uncorrelated with each other. Recent studies by Ad
and co-workers suggest that this assumption is not valid,
provide evidence suggesting that the hairpin vortices are
tially aligned in the streamwise direction, forming correlat
packets or trains of vortices. In Refs. 10 and 11, it is poin
out that such a correlation leads to Reynolds stresses b
enhanced by the cooperative transfer of momentum betw
the hairpins, which are not included in the Perry and Maru
model. The evidence for spatial coherence between in
vidual hairpins has come from both experimental10,12,13and
numerical studies.14–16 In the study of Zhouet al.,14 direct
numerical simulation~DNS! was used to observe the evolu
tion of a single hairpin vortex structure embedded into
mean flow field of a low Reynolds number (Ret5180! tur-
bulent channel flow. Here Ret5dcUt /n is the Karman num-
ber wheredc is either boundary layer thickness or chann
half-width, Ut is wall-shear velocity, andn is kinematic vis-
cosity. Zhouet al. found that provided the initial vortex ha
sufficiently high circulation in its core, then it would spaw
other hairpin vortices which would consequently propag
together as a coherent packet of structures. Similar gen
tion processes have been reported by Smithet al.17 In an-
other numerical study, Liu and Adrian16 performed a DNS of
channel flow at Ret5300 and reported the frequent appea
ance of packets of hairpin vortices with lengths of appro
mately 3–7dc . The computational domain was 12.7dc in the
streamwise direction. Experimentally, Adrian, Meinhart a
Tomkins10 studied a zero-pressure-gradient boundary la
over a Reynolds number range of 355,Ret,2000 using
high resolution PIV~particle image velocimetry!. ~This cor-
responds to a range of Reynolds number based on mom
tum thickness of 930,Ru,6845.! They concluded that the
packets appear regularly in the near-wall region and the lo
rithmic region of the flow and extend up to the middle of t
boundary layer. Packets containing up to ten hairpin vorti
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Definition of terms~Ref. 32!.
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were reported, spanning streamwise lengths up to 2dc . For
this study the experimental field-of-view was restricted to
dc . Qualitatively, the form of the packets was similar to th
observed in the channel flow simulations.

Adrian et al.10 emphasized that the idea of organiz
packets can explain many observations obtained from si
point time-series measurements. This includes the sequ
of multiple ejections associated with a burst event as no
by Bogard and Tiederman18 and Tardu.19 Also, streamwise
packets can explain the long streamwise tail in the near-w
velocity autocorrelation function known to exist sinc
Townsend’s studies in the 1950s,4 and which are also wel
documented in other studies including those by Fa
et al.,20 Kovasznayet al.21 and Brown and Thomas.22 Simi-
lar findings are also found in experimental spectra where
wavenumber at which the peak contribution to turbulen
intensity occurs corresponds to length scales five to ten ti
the boundary layer thickness.23 Kim and Adrian13 noted
similar length scales from spectra measured with hot-wire
a turbulent pipe flow. They described these structures
‘‘very large scale motions’’ and speculated that these co
arise from spatially correlated trains of packets. No dir
evidence of this link is available as yet.

The direct evidence for packets of vortices has co
from studying individual realizations of planar~experiment!
and volumetric~simulation! data. In the PIV studies, typi
cally 100 realizations were considered. Although the e
dence is very suggestive, the issue remains as to wheth
not packets are the statistically significant contributors to
transport phenomena in wall turbulence.

The aim of the present study is to directly investigate
link between the existence of packets of vortices to lo
time-averaged statistics such as the two-point velocity co
lation. This is done using the framework of the attached e
model to compute the spectra and velocity correlation fu
tions using spatially correlated packets of hairpin vortices
the representative structures. As will be shown, the role
packets is found to be significant with its most importa
contribution being in the turbulent wall region~logarithmic
region! of the flow.
Downloaded 22 Oct 2012 to 128.250.144.147. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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II. TWO-POINT CORRELATIONS AND STRUCTURE
ANGLE

A. Experiment

In order to define the two-point streamwise-velocity co
relation as obtained in an experiment, consider the arran
ment shown in Fig. 1. For streamwise velocity fluctuatio
(u) measured at two positions, A and B, the relevant cor
lation function is given by

RAB5 lim
T→`

1

TE2T/2

T/2

uAuBdt5uAuB, ~1!

where t is time, uA5u(xA,0,zA ,t) and uB5u(xA1Dx,0,zA

1Dz,t). As shown in the figure, herex is streamwise posi-
tion while z is distance normal to the wall. The two-poin
correlation coefficient is defined as

RAB5
uAuB

AuA
2AuB

2
. ~2!

B. Attached eddy model

We wish to use the attached eddy model to calculate
equivalent velocity correlation coefficient as measured in
experiment. Only brief details of the background of the
tached eddy model are presented here as detailed des
tions have been given in Refs. 6 and 8. The essential fea
of the model is that it attempts to describe the kinematics
a turbulent boundary layer beyond the viscous-buffer zo
by considering a statistical ensemble of coherent vor
structures. Many length scales are considered, with the ra
of length scales increasing with increasing Reynolds num
As will be shown in the following, quantities of interest suc
as spectra are calculated first for a random distribution of
scale of structure. From this, an integration across all len
scales is considered with weighting functions used to
count for variations in velocity scale and population dens
and distribution across the length scales. Given the m
velocity field and the mean momentum and continuity eq
tions, Perry and Marusic outlined the procedure for evalu
license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 2. Schematic of a packet o
slantedP-eddies.
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ing the weighting functions. In this way the kinematic sta
of the flow is described~at an instance! and other turbulence
statistics can then be calculated. Apart from the mean ve
ity field, the only direct input is the shape of the represen
tive eddy structure.

In order to compute velocity correlations, the calculati
begins by computing the induced fluctuating velocity fie
from one representative eddy structure and its image in
wall. Two types of representative coherent structures are
ing considered here, the first being individual hairpin-ty
structures of length scaled, and the second being a spatial
coherent packet of vortices, shown schematically in Fig
Hered is the length scale of the largest hairpin vortex in t
packet. The velocity field is calculated using the Biot–Sav
integral and a Gaussian distribution of vorticity is assumed
the cores of the vortices. This part of the procedure is
same as that used by Perry and Marusic.8 In the zA /d and
zB /d planes the velocities are represented by

UA
(n)

U0
5 f AS x

d
,
y

d
,
zA

d D , ~3!

UB
(n)

U0
5 f BS x

d
,
y

d
,
zB

d D , ~4!

where U0 is the velocity scale of the largest eddy in th
packet, and the superscript~n! denotes thenth eddy in the
packet which consists ofN eddies, say, in total. If
FA

(n)(k1d,y/d,zA /d) andFB
(n)(k1d,y/d,zB /d) are the Fourier

transforms in the streamwise direction off A and f B , respec-
tively, then, using the shift theorem, the Fourier transfor
for N eddies in the packet are

cAS k1d,
y

d
,
zA

d D5
1

N (
n51

N H FA
(n)S k1d,

y

d
,
zA

d De2 i2pk1X0
(n)J ,

~5!

cBS k1d,
y

d
,
zB

d D5
1

N (
n51

N H FB
(n)S k1d,

y

d
,
zB

d De2 i2pk1X0
(n)J ,

~6!

wherek1 is the streamwise wavenumber andX0
(n) is the spa-

tial streamwise shift of thenth eddy in the packet.
The cross-power spectral density resulting from a r

dom array of such packets over the plane (x,y) can be cal-
culated from the spectral density function for just one pack
The result is
Downloaded 22 Oct 2012 to 128.250.144.147. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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PAB~k1d!5
U0

2

lxly
E

2`

`

cA* cBdS y

d D , ~7!

where the asterisk indicates a complex conjugate, andlx and
ly are geometric constants relating to the random distri
tion of packets in the (x,y,0) plane. Equation~7! is equiva-
lent to a statement of Campbell’s theorem~see Ref. 24! for
uniform density shot-noise distributions.

The total cross-power spectral density comes from in
grating over the range of scales, fromd1 , the smallest eddy
length scale~assumed to be 100n/Ut , the Klineet al.25 scal-
ing! to dc , the boundary layer thickness. That is,

FAB~k1dc!5E
d1

dc
PAB~k1d! Q2S d

dc
D DS d

dc
D 1

d
dd, ~8!

whereQ andD are weighting functions of the same type
used in the attached eddy model of Perry and Marusic.8 Q
accounts for the variation of velocity scale for differentd ’s
andD accounts for how the probability distribution functio
~pdf! of eddy packet scales departs from a21 power law
and how the population density on the (x,y,0) surface varies
with d.

The two-point correlation function is the inverse Fouri
transform of this cross-power spectral density function. T
is,

RAB~j!5E
2`

`

FAB~k1dc!e
ik1dcjd~k1dc!, ~9!

wherej5Dx/dc . It is important to note that when taking th
inverse Fourier transform, the full complex form ofFAB

must be considered.RAB is guaranteed to be a purely re
function sinceFAB(2k1dc)5FAB* (k1dc).

Finally, the two-point correlation coefficient is given b

RAB~j!5
RAB~j!

ARAA~0!ARBB~0!
. ~10!

Another parameter which is often used to consider fl
structure is the inferred average structure angle, or sim
structure angle.23 It is defined as the angle (u as shown in
Fig. 1! for which RAB is a maximum corresponding toj
5jm . Therefore,

u i5artanS Dz/dc

jm
D . ~11!
license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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III. ATTACHED EDDY RESULTS

A. Single representative vortex structure

Calculations were first done by considering individu
eddies as the representative structures. For the following
sults comparisons are made with experimental measurem
made with hot-wires in a zero-pressure-gradient turbu
boundary layer at Ret54704 (Ru511928). Two arrange-
ments of hot-wires were used. The first was as shown in
1, where for a fixedDz the wire at locationB was traversed
to give different Dx positions, and henceRAB(j) was
mapped out one streamwise separation at a time. In the
ond arrangement, the wires were positioned at a fixedDx
~usually50! and Taylor’s hypothesis of frozen turbulenc
was used to inferj. Since both methods agreed, the seco
simpler technique was used to gather the final results wh
are presented here. When using Taylor’s hypothesis, a fi
convection velocity of 0.82U1 was assumed at all levels
whereU1 is the free-stream mean velocity. Full details of t
experimental facilities, procedures and experimental res
are given in the thesis by Uddin26 and in Ref. 27. Calculation
parameters, such asDz/dc andzA /dc , were chosen to match
the experimental conditions.

The first representative eddy shape to be considere
the 45° P-eddy, shown schematically in Fig. 3~a!. Marusic
and Perry9 suggested that this simple shape may be a g
candidate for the representative eddy in zero-press
gradient flows based on some preliminary calculations
spectra. In those calculations it was assumed for simpli
that the population density per eddy length scale follow
21 power law and the same velocity scale is assumed
eddy length scale. Therefore,Q2D51 in Eq. ~8!. The same
conditions are applied here.

Figures 4–6 show the results for the calculations ofu i ,
RAA and normalizedRAB respectively, throughout the laye
Figure 4 shows good agreement between experiment and
culation for the inferred average structure angle but only
approximatelyzA /dc.0.3. The results in Figs. 5 and 6 su

FIG. 3. Examples of simple representative attached eddies.~a! 45° P-eddy
and ~b! slantedP-eddy. A Gaussian distribution of vorticity is assumed
the cores.
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port this conclusion with reasonably good agreement
tween the experiment and calculation for the correlat
shapes forzA /dc levels above 0.3. It is important to chec
the corresponding shapes of the correlation functions sincu i

depends only on the location of the peak inRAB . Both the
RAB andRAA profiles show poor agreement in the near-w
region, where the experimental results indicate that the c
relations extend overDx'5dc while the P-eddy correla-
tions are restricted toDx'1.5dc . The calculation results are
perhaps expected since the largest eddy considered i
length scaledc and does not correlate with any other stru
tures.

A further interesting result shown in Fig. 4 is that th
structure angles computed using eddies inclined only at
do not necessarily give the 45° result. This is because
distribution and range of scales of eddies are also impor
factors influencing the result, together with vortex core
fects. This makes interpretation ofu i results difficult and this
should be kept in mind when considering other studies
porting structure angle results.22,28–31Figure 7 shows the cal
culation for only one scale of 45°P-eddies. Here we would
expect to getu i545° apart from any vortex core effects, an
this is what the figure shows. Decreasing the core rad
gives results closer to 45°. The large deviations inu i at high
zA /dc relate to probeB being in the influence of the vorticity
distribution in the head of the eddy, while the lower probeA
is not. This effect will change for differentDz/dc . Similar
results to this were also found in some earlier work repor
by Perryet al.32

Figures 4–6 also show the results for calculations do
with a modifiedP-eddy as shown in Fig. 3~b!. This structure
was chosen in an attempt to get loweru i values forzA /dc

,0.3. While the structure angle results do seem to ag
better with experiment, compared to the 45°P-eddies, the
correlation results still are inadequate for the near-wall
gion, showing smaller than expected spatial correlations
the streamwise direction. It is worth noting that a shape si
lar to this type of hairpin vortex was inferred by Jovic33 from

FIG. 4. Structure angles from experiment and calculated using the atta
eddy model using representative eddy shapes shown in Fig. 3. Full ran
length scales are considered. For both eddy shapes,r 0 /d50.05.
license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 5. Autocorrelation results at dif-
ferent levels through boundary laye
Dotted lines5experimental data of
Ref. 26, Ret54704. Dashed lines
5attached eddy calculation using edd
shown in Fig. 3~a!. Solid line
5attached eddy calculation using edd
shown in Fig. 3~b!.
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two-point correlation measurements in a recovering turbu
boundary layer. This shape is also very similar to the sh
of individual hairpin vortices suggested by Adrianet al.10

based on their PIV experiments.

B. Hairpin vortex packets for near-wall region

In order to improve the prediction for the velocity co
relations below approximatelyzA /dc,0.3, many different
shapes of eddies were tried, including very long streamw
individual structures. In all cases, poor agreement was fo
with the shape of the velocity correlation profiles and str
ture angle results. This leads to moving away from random
distributed individual structures and considering an or
nized packet structure, of the type shown in Fig. 2. This
qualitatively similar to the structures proposed by Adri
et al.10 Since the single slantedP-eddies gave reasonab
results forzA /dc*0.3, a simple combination of structures
assumed. That is, for all eddy length scalesd.0.35dc , the
single slantedP-eddy @Fig. 3~b!# was used as the represe
tative shape, while a packet of slantedP-eddies was as
sumed to the representative structure ford<0.35dc . This
Downloaded 22 Oct 2012 to 128.250.144.147. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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implies a scenario where spatial coherence between the
tices breaks down in the outer region of the flow.

Figures 8–10 show the results for this two-part struct
calculation. Very good agreement is seen for the au
correlation and two-point correlation results and also for
structure angle. Correlation results for higherzA /dc levels
are not shown as they will be identical to slantedP-eddy
results shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In these calculations,
packet was made up of ten individual eddies and the larg
~first! eddy was equivalent to the slantedP-eddy shown in
Fig. 3~b!. All lengths of the remaining nine eddies we
scaled geometrically~constant multiplication factor! such
that the smallest eddy was height 0.2d whered is the height
of the largest eddy in the packet. Therefore, following t
notation in Fig. 2,a50.2 and the length between the sma
est and largest eddy in the packet wasLp518d. This means
that the largest packet considered is of total length 6.7dc .
The spatial location of each eddy in the packet was jitter
following a normal distribution, about centers correspond
to equally spaced locations between the ten eddies. The
is applied during the integration overy/d in Eq. ~7! for each
license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 6. Normalized two-point velocity
correlations at different levels through
boundary layer. For all results:Dz/dc

50.096. Dotted lines5experimental
data of Ref. 26, Ret54704. Dashed
lines5attached eddy calculation usin
eddy shown in Fig. 3~a!. Solid line
5attached eddy calculation using edd
shown in Fig. 3~b!.
on
ched
FIG. 7. Structure angles calculated using attached eddy model using
one length scale of 45°P-eddies. Eddy shape shown in Fig. 3~a!.
Downloaded 22 Oct 2012 to 128.250.144.147. Redistribution subject to AIP 
ly
FIG. 8. Structure angles from experiment and calculated using the atta
eddy model using a packet of hairpin vortices ford<0.35dc and a single
hairpin @Fig. 3~b!# with r 0 /d50.05, ford.0.35dc .
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FIG. 9. As in Fig. 5, but for a packet
of hairpin vortices.
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to
also
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d value considered in Eq.~8!. This corresponded to a dis
cretization of 50 points for Eq.~7! and 200 points for Eq.~8!.
Finer discretizations showed no discernible differences in
final result.

Various combinations ofLp , number of eddies and th
extent of jitter were tried. The combination described abo
worked best to fit the experimental data but various ot
combinations also gave reasonable results. For examplN
could be less than 10 if more extensive jitter was appli
Therefore, no strict importance should be attached toLp

518d andN510. The important feature is the organizatio
of the eddies into a packet.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The approach adopted in this study follows Townse4

in that different combinations of eddies are superimpose
a trial fashion, in an attempt to mimic the trends of the t
bulence statistics. Here, however, the approach is more
tailed through the use of the attached eddy model of P
and Marusic.8 One of the difficulties in the approach of try
Downloaded 22 Oct 2012 to 128.250.144.147. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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ing different eddy shapes and then checking the calcula
against experiment results is that there is no guarantee
the optimum solution has been found or that a unique so
tion exists. Therefore, to guide in the choice of structur
essentially Occam’s razor has been followed. That is,
fewest possible assumptions have been made in order to
plain the experimental results. Using this principle, the co
bination of structures chosen corresponds to having a pa
of simple hairpin vortices for scalesd,0.35dc , where the
largest packet is approximately of size 0.35dc in the wall-
normal direction and 6.7dc in the streamwise direction. Thi
corresponds to packet structures spanning slightly bey
the ~mean-flow! logarithmic region in the flow. In the very
outer region of the flow, for length scalesd.0.35dc , it is
found that single hairpin vortices provide adequate resu
The choice of eddy shapes that make up the packets
guided largely by the experimental results of Adrianet al.10

While the above organization of structures was found
be the simplest scenario that gave reasonable results, it
was the only type of organization tried that worked. It w
t
FIG. 10. As in Fig. 6, but for a packe
of hairpin vortices.
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clear from the study that single hairpin structures which
statistically uncorrelated with any other structures could
explain the velocity correlation trends in the logarithmic r
gion of the flow. In addition to the singleP-eddy results
presented, many different shapes were tried including v
long individual structures. Townsend4 ~pp. 156–162! also
proposed a long representative eddy in the form of a dou
cone. It was recognized that the main deficiency with t
structure was reproducing the streamwise velocity autoco
lations. An interesting point made by Townsend was
‘‘double-cone’’ could also be made up of shorter eddies
various sizes. This then is qualitatively very similar to t
packet structure proposed here.

The main finding of this study is that spatially cohere
packets are statistically significant structures in the logar
mic region of wall turbulence. This result supports the p
posal put forward by Adrianet al.10 of the existence and
importance of packets. It is certainly likely that refinement
the shape of both the packet structure and the single ha
structure are required for precise matching of the Reyno
stress components and other quantities. This includes in
ducing outer-flow ‘‘wake’’ structures as described in Ref.
However, this would involve considerable effort and the
sult of this fine tuning is not expected to alter the main fin
ing presented here.

Given the evidence that organized packets of vortices
important in near-wall transport processes, then it wo
seem that their role should be considered in any future m
eling efforts or turbulence manipulation strategies. Furt
experimental study of these packet structures would be
ful, including measurements such as streamwise-span
plane PIV to give better insight into the spatial distributi
of the packets and whether any interaction between th
occurs.

As a closing remark, it is perhaps worth emphasiz
that the attached eddy model has been used here to ide
whether or not a structural representation is feasible acc
ing to the turbulence statistics. This is where this physi
model is perhaps most useful and differs from other
proaches. At this stage the attached eddy model canno
considered as a general predictive scheme as this woul
quire information about vortex dynamics and vortex inter
tions which are unknown at this time. However, the stud
to date have shown that an appropriate statistical distribu
of vortex structures is sufficient to capture the kinematics
the boundary layer. Recently available datasets from di
numerical simulation may help provide the important info
mation about the dynamics and work in this direction is b
ing pursued. The present model also does not accoun
phenomena such as intermittency in the outer layer, as it
not been directly built in. However, this is not beyond t
scope of a kinematic representation and details of how
would be done are described in Ref. 34. The modificati
required are restricted to the outer-flow region and rely
similarities with the outer flow region of free turbulent she
flows. For example, Nickels and Perry35 used similar con-
cepts of assemblages of vortex structures to study turbu
coflowing jets. For the jet flow, a random array of one re
resentative eddy of only one length scale is used and sp
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jitter is applied to the structures. This jitter is physically r
lated to the intermittency of the outer region of the jet, w
the mean position of the eddies and the amount of ji
agreeing well with experimental measurements of
turbulent/nonturbulent interface.
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